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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transitioning to Video Counselling with children/adolescentsThis presentation provides information of a general nature and is not meant to be comprehensive. Please seek legal advice for its application to your individual circumstances. Image: Cc 2020 Andrew ChuaThe various terms used in studies have been videopsychotherapy, tele-mental healthcare, videoconferencing telepsychology, clinical videoconferencing, skype counselling, e-counselling. For consistency, I will just use video counselling. There is one slide on online assessments which, of course, is a much bigger issue on its own.



Your strengths and skills as a 
counsellor will still shine.

Client outcomes are comparable.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your strengths and skills as a counsellor will still shine. Client outcomes are comparable.It is understandable if counsellors are concerned about moving to a new medium for their work, particularly when that medium is not one they have been trained to work in professionally. However, there is substantial research that counsellors, with little training, continue to achieve similar client outcomes. Hilty et al. (2016) examined studies from 2003 to March 2015 into the use of video counselling of children and adolescents and found little to no difference between video- delivered and in-person care in quantitative or qualitative measures. The medium also had advantages over work in a typical clinic, such as increasing the comfort of the child as they can remain in a familiar and safe setting (eg their home or classroom); being able to obtain a more comprehensive and contextual perspective of a youth’s symptoms, behaviours, and triggers; engaging the child and care-givers (whether they are parents or teachers) in ecologically valid interactions, as well as avoiding the stigma of having to visit a designated mental health clinic. Kocsis & Yellowlees (2018) found the medium better for children and teens, patients with high levels of anxiety or hypervigilance, and on the autism spectrum as it gave clients a greater sense of physical and psychological control of the session. These results with children and adolescents reflect systematic reviews of work with adults, where the medium did not have an impact on outcomes, with non-significant differences between the rates of symptom reductions with either face to face or videoconferencing psychotherapy (Norwood et al., 2018). Richardson & Dziurawiec (2015) reported “telepsychology feels different to a typical face-to- face therapy session, but does not necessarily feel better or worse.”



Nurture and draw on your 
colleagues

You’re not alone!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nurture and draw on your colleagues. You’re not alone!It is often the counsellors, and not the client, that rated the therapeutic alliance lower with video (Norwood et al., 2018). With the rapid transition to service delivery over this medium counsellors now have to face under COVID-19 conditions, it is helpful to know that our whole psychology profession, like most other professions, are all doing this transition at the same time, so nurture and draw on the experiences of each other at this time.



Growth is never linear but 
practice increases performance

Practice our resilience/recovery/affirmation practices

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth is never linear but practice increases performance. Practice our resilience/recovery/affirmation practicesAs with all new skills, practice increases performance. Richardson et al. (2015) details the experiences of eight participants aged between 27 and 52 years receiving video counselling over 11 months and found that overall satisfaction improved with all aspects of the video counselling experience with time.



6-18 MONTHS PHYSICAL 
DISTANCING/ 

ISOLATION

SCHOOL ONLINE LIMITS TO PREVIOUS 
LIFE HABITS

PERVASIVE 
UNCERTAINTIES

FUTURE CLIENT 
DEMANDS

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Our new “for-now” normal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The limits to previous life habits and pervasive uncertainties of current COVID-19 conditions are potentially exerting some additional cognitive load on all. Physical distancing is going to be the new “for-now” normal for possibly 6-18 months. But even when that is over, it is likely that there will continue to be future client demand for video counselling services due to its improved access (Bradford, Caffery, & Smith 2016). Additionally, institutions and organisations see it as advantageous and inexpensive to service the broader population from smaller numbers of centres (Langarizadeh et al., 2017).



Reflect on 
your current 
practice

What do you see as your strengths as a 
counsellor?

How do you establish rapport with your 
clients?

What areas of interests do you often 
explore?

What handouts/tools do you prefer to use 
(eg worksheets, whiteboard)?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflect on your current practice. What do you see as your strengths as a counsellor?How do you establish rapport with your clients?What areas of interests do you often explore?What handouts/tools do you prefer to use (eg emotional thermometer, worksheets, whiteboard)?How you work can still largely occur through the video medium.



Consider 
Why vs What
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is also helpful if you think of something you currently do that you won’t be able to offer online for you to reflect why you operate as you do, more so than what you do.



Risk 
management

Privacy of the client setting (and conditions of service) 
– including checklist for every session

Registration form (informed consent, privacy 
statements, emergency contacts)

Safety plans / Contingencies to interruptions

Internet connection - Technical prioritising (configure 
modem, limit other use) / Phone tethering

Copyright issues
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk management issues associated with this medium (Williams, Tuerk, & Acierno, 2015) build on existing considerations:• Privacy of the client setting (and conditions of service) – As always it is important to clarify who the client is when dealing with children and adolescent, and what the limits are of confidentiality of what a child/adolescent shares are. All notes and recordings are part of the clinical record/file and will be dealt as all existing records/files. Ensuring the privacy of the client setting is detailed in useful checklist on a later slide. Of course, ensure that the video platform you use is sufficient secure to meet Australian Privacy Laws (eg free version of Zoom does not meet this). • Registration form (informed consent, privacy statements, emergency contacts) – ensuring accurate emergency contact details is vital particularly if the session gets interrupted. Informed consent and privacy statements need to be updated to take into account internet delivery. • Safety plans / Contingencies to interruptions – it is vital to have this documented and shared.• Internet connection –Ensuring the internet connection is stable particularly from the counsellor end may involve the technical prioritising via modem configuration and limiting other use while sessions are being conducted, and possibly using your mobile phone tethering if there are issues with your modem.• Copyright issues – Good practice should continue in respecting any materials used in counselling.



Clear explicit 
information 
for parents
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Provide guide for using your video platform and 
troubleshooting (available from your vendor’s website – eg
Zoom)

Informed consent / contingency (eg mobile tethering) & safety 
plans

Parents/teachers as tech support – including preparing them 
for shorter sessions to ensure technology/additional setups 

Parents/teachers to be co-counsellors – ensure they have 
equipment/tools (eg crayons, paper, play dough) / handouts / 
setup up music or snacks or drinks, maintain focus

Parents/teachers as bouncers – ensure privacy (from 
siblings/classmates/other onlookers), reduce interruptions, 
minimise distractions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing clear explicit information for parents of adolescents and particularly of children is important, as the parents will often be the main operator of the technology, and managing the other resources involved with counselling. counsellors should provide a kit including:• guide for using your video platform andtroubleshooting (available from your vendor’s website – eg Zoom)• Informed consent / contingency suggestions for strong internet connections (eg mobile tethering) & safety plans• Guide for assisting with aspects of counselling (as a co- counsellor) and to protect the counselling space (ensure privacy from siblings/classmates/other onlookers, reduce interruptions, minimise distractions) • Suggested room setup / equipment/ tools (eg crayons, paper, play dough) / handouts / setup up music or snacks or drinks, maintain focus.Hilty et al. (2016) suggested that forward planning can save time during the session (e.g., by collating history in advance via web- or phone-based questionnaires. Some activities may require the parent to engage the child according to directions given by the counsellor, and hyperactivity or impulsivity may require more preparation and supervision at the client site.

https://zoom.us/docs/en-us/covid19.html?fbclid=IwAR19nIk3uWcZ0FvMdVARmGdrNH7-fbT-Oh33IpKkIHAB1nO3-zFvf4ZmlOQ


Clear explicit 
information 
for teens
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Provide guide for using your video platform and troubleshooting 
(available from your vendor’s website)

Informed consent / contingency & safety plans

Provide conditions for the sessions – privacy, expectations of focus and 
attention (no other devices/online & offline activities at same time), 
reasons why you might discontinue session, shorter sessions.

Discussion of appropriate setting for sessions and conduct (appropriate 
dress, postures and behaviours)

Use text ‘chat’ for some interactions (for greater privacy)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working with adolescents, providing clear explicit information is valuable, especially if you are delivering to them directly without parental presence:• Provide guide for using your video platform and troubleshooting (available from your vendor’s website)• Informed consent / contingency & safety plans (as above)• Provide conditions for the sessions – privacy, no recording of any part of the session (Goldstein & Glueck, 2016), expectations of focus and attention (no other devices/online & offline activities at same time), reasons why you might discontinue session, shorter sessions (Williams, Tuerk, & Acierno, 2015).• Discussion of appropriate setting for sessions and conduct (appropriate dress, postures and behaviours)• Use text ‘chat’ for some interactions (for greater privacy)



At the start of 
the 
session/call, 
confirm
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Client registration form completed (informed 
consent/privacy)

Their current location

They have safety/privacy to speak freely and not be 
overheard

Emergency contacts

Possible disclosure if safety issues for self/others occur

what to do in case of disconnection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the start of the session/call, confirm (APS, 2020):• Client registration form completed (informed consent/privacy)• Their current location• They have safety/privacyto speak freely and not beoverheard• Emergency contacts• Possible disclosure if safetyissues for self/others occur• what to do in case ofdisconnection.For existing clients, it is useful to acknowledge the change of venue.



Practical 
considerations: 
Set-ups

Physical setup of your room, lighting, ambient 
sound, background, revealing personal details

Camera (including framing), headset/ 
microphone, professional dress and conduct

Privacy of your sessions – Do not disturb sign, 
your devices (prevent interruptions, 
distractions), discussion about recordings

Computer desktop/windows open may be 
revealed if you use screen-share

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practical considerations for setting up a session (Williams, Tuerk & Acierno, 2015):• Physical setup of your room, adequate lighting, ambient sound, background, ensuring you are not inadvertently revealing personal details• Camera (quality of it and positioning it regarding what can be seen), headset/microphone (to ensure good quality sound and privacy), professional dress and conduct• Privacy of your sessions – Do not disturb sign outside the counsellors door, setting all mobile devices to ensure no interruptions or distractions, discussion about no recordings• Computer desktop/windows – ensuring you only have things open that you are ok with clients seeing when you decide to share your computer screen with others.



Camera framing and angles

85%–98% favored a 7° angle (more straight to the 
camera) vs. a larger (lower on the screen) gaze angle

From: Grondin, F., Lomanowska, A. M., & Jackson, P. L. (2019). Empathy in computer-mediated interactions: A conceptual framework for research and clinical
practice. Clinical Psychology: Science and Practice, 26(4), e12298.

Clinicians favoured an upper-body framing of 
themselves (Medium Frame Shot), resulting in >60% 
gestures and arm movements made out of frame
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As counsellors favoured an upper-body framing of their video image, over 60% of usual gestures and arm movements are out of frame and therefore unseen by clients, it is helpful to ensure your hands are visible but close to your body and to exaggerate body gestures to compensate (Grondin et al., 2019).



Practical 
considerations 
– Set-ups

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Test set-up with client prior to session, or factor in 10 
minutes of technical setup with first session. 
Periodically check they hear you ok.

Practice with the technology with colleagues before

Have any equipment/tools within easy reach

Have your computer desktop setup – with browser tabs 
for any resources you want to use

Plan/Arrange shorter sessions. It is likely to be more to 
take more energy if you are still getting used to it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other practical considerations in setting-up:• Test set-up with client prior to session, or factor in 10 minutes of technical setup with first session. Periodically check they hear you ok.• Practice using the technology with colleagues• Have any equipment/tools within easy reach• Have your computer desktop setup – with browser tabs for any resources you want to use• Plan/Arrange shorter sessions. It is likely to be more to take more energy if you are still getting used to it.



Establishing rapport
Reflect on how you do this best.

Believe in the medium: “Research has shown that the quality of the therapeutic 
alliance using telehealth is comparable to face-to-face.” 

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Australian systematic review of 23 years of therapeutic alliance in counselling via videoconferencing (Simpson & Reid, 2014) overwhelmingly found clients rating bond and presence at least equally as strongly as in-person settings across a range of diagnostic groups. It was noted that both clients and counsellors described being completely absorbed by the counselling process without feeling distracted by the technology... with clients being more active, with higher levels of initiative, spontaneity, trust and disinhibition. Kocsis & Yellowlees (2018) found clients, including children and adolescents rated video counselling as more egalitarian and collaborative than in-person counselling, reducing patient anxiety as they are ‘‘seen’’ from their homes or other familiar settings, felt a greater sense of control over the interactions, and the filtering effect of videoconferencing (a greater physical and psychological distance) provided more safety to allow an increased sharing of intimacy.Consider again how you establish rapport currently. As play is standard practice for engaging children and adolescents, remember it is possible via video, such as drawing and sharing pictures, ‘‘virtual high fives,’’ telling stories with action figures or puppets, and playing games.



Enhancing 
your video 
presence
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Practice self-calming/soothing before session

Be more visual - Less ‘Mmms” (to avoid speaking over), more 
nods, more pronounced verbal and non-verbal cues (eg hand 
gestures vs your normal body language)

Slow your pace…. Pause often… 

Refresh/develop further your auditory counselling skills (eg 
telephone counselling skills) - More reflecting / summarising 
and paraphrasing 

Refresh/develop further your skills related to ‘home visits’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the transition to this medium, it is helpful for counsellors to engage in self- calming/soothing before session, especially if they still feel discomfort with the medium or the technology/processes involved, as well as to slow your pace.... and pause often. To compensate for the filtering effect of this medium, Grondin et al. (2019) to be more visual: less ‘Mmms” (to avoid speaking over), more nods, more pronounced verbal and non-verbal cues (eg hand gestures vs your normal body language) and engage in more reflecting, summarising and paraphrasing of what was said. Reese et al. (2016) highlighted the therapeutic alliance for telephone and videoconference formats (but not in person) was predicted by the degree the counsellor could identify the dominant emotion or thought being expressed.



Disability 
clients
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Hearing impaired: Use ‘Live Captions’ in Teams, Chat 
function, share screen – type key points)

Visually impaired: Probably using already screen-readers, 
focus on auditory counselling skills - More reflecting / 
summarising and paraphrasing 

Physically impaired/Increased sensitivity: Likely to use 
technology a lot (maybe with modified equipment), online 
provides greater access than f2f for clients

Learning difficulties: ADHD (share screen – type what goals or 
content to cover), ASD (discuss what might be helpful) 

Anxiety: Individuals with Social-Anxiety Disorder more willing 
to engage via video than f2f

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considerations for clients with disability:• Hearing impaired: some programs have a live captioning/subtitles feature, use the chat function, share screen – type key points)• Visually impaired: Probably already using screen-readers, focus on auditory counselling skills - More reflecting / summarising and paraphrasing• Physically impaired/Increased sensitivity: Likely to use technology a lot (maybe with modified equipment), online provides greater access than f2f for clients• Learning difficulties: ADHD (share screen – type what goals or content to cover), ASD (discuss what might be helpful)• Anxiety: Individuals with Social-Anxiety Disorder more willing to engage via video than f2fSystematic studies showed videoconferencing telehealth improved mental health, quality of life, access to care, reduced costs, and enhanced patient satisfaction for individuals with disability (Christensen, & Bezyak, 2020). Clients who refuse to seek in-person treatment due to anxiety about travel, crowds, or social-interaction may be more willing to engage in remote treatment (Yuen et al., 2013). Stenberg (2018) found however that although rural individuals with a disability were more likely to conduct online health research, they were less likely to conduct online health maintenance, and less likely to have their health monitored than those who were not disabled, despite having a potentially greater need or greater involvement with medical personnel than individuals without disabilities.



Being more 
visual
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Have props

Share screen: Whiteboard / drawing program to share drawing 
together, play games (eg noughts & crosses, hangman, Pictionary), 
complete social scripts or conversations (with comic strips), 
drawing family structures and sociograms (eg social relations, 
channels of influence)

Youtube clips (eg Time to come in bear, Zones of regulation)

For some clients you might need a visual image to keep them 
engaged 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As young people are not always comfortable with a predominant verbal approach, sometimes it is helpful to have them engage in an activity during the appointment, such as sharing favourite art pieces, journal writings, music, or personal observations (Goldstein & Glueck, 2016). Other ways of being more visual is to:• Have props• Share screen: Whiteboard/ drawing program to share drawing together, play games (eg noughts & crosses, hangman, Pictionary), complete social scripts or conversations (with comic strips), drawing family structures and sociograms (eg social relations, channels of influence)• Youtube clips (eg Time to come in bear, Zones of regulation)• An interesting visual image displayed, can keep some clients engaged in session.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DA_SsZFYw0w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0e-oMZi000


Games
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Share screen: Whiteboard / drawing 
program to share drawing, play games (eg 
noughts & crosses, hangman, Pictionary)

Online Games – {Check they work on tablets 
before using} Connect-4; guess the picture 
(choose private room), Coolmathsgames

Other – I spy, Simon says, Charades

Games to play over video conversations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interactive games are also possible: Share screen: Whiteboard / drawing program to share drawing, play games (eg noughts & crosses, hangman, Pictionary)Online Games – {Check they work on tablets before using} Connect-4; guess the picture (choose private room), CoolmathsgamesOther – I spy, Simon says, CharadesGames to play over video conversations

http://connect-4.org/
https://skribbl.io/
https://www.coolmathgames.com/
https://freeappsforme.com/games-to-play-over-skype/?fbclid=IwAR0OUhcKwJfXfzT8hL34GYH8UFi8KYUbecisyQTbFNCKAc5zz7sb8Kw5y8I


Movement for 
breaks/focus
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Youtube clips (eg GoNoodle)

Home scavenger hunt/search: Find 
3 things of a matching colour, 
touch 3 things that make you calm 
outside your room.

Home kit of sensory materials –
(parents/teacher prepared) 
balloons, squishies, fidget 
spinners/cubes, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Movement for breaks/focus can be done via: Youtube clips (eg GoNoodle)Home scavenger hunt/search: Find 3 things of a matching colour, touch 3 things that make you calm outside your room.Home kit of sensory materials – (parents/teacher prepared) balloons, squishies, fidget spinners/cubes, etc. 



Mindfulness/active 
activities for kids
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Check in activities - counting 
fingers, showing and talking about 
where they are, singing a song

Cosmic Kids Yoga – various pop 
culture themes (4:59-Over 60mins)

Mindfulness Meditation Breathing 
Exercise (12:03)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible mindfulness/active activities for kids: Check in activities - counting fingers, showing and talking about where they are, singing a songCosmic Kids Yoga – various pop culture themes (4:59-Over 60mins)Mindfulness Meditation Breathing Exercise (12:03)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bk_qU7l-fcU


Handouts/visuals

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

How do you handle conflict? –
Mouse/Monster/Me

Emotions vocabulary chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, consider what handouts and visuals you normally use. For example: Handouts/visuals: How do you handle conflict? – Mouse/Monster/MeEmotions vocabulary chart

https://mssepp.blogspot.com/2014/05/conflict.html
https://www.oysterenglish.com/emotions-vocabulary.html


Online 
therapies
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Crisis: Kids Helpline (1800 55 1800)

Anxiety: Brave online 

Social skills: Social express / Secret Agent 
Society

OCD: OCD Not Me! (preliminary results)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some online therapies options: Crisis: Kids Helpline (1800 55 1800)Anxiety: Brave online Social skills: Social express / Secret Agent SocietyOCD: OCD Not Me! (preliminary results)Hepburn, Blakeley-Smith, Wolff, & Reaven (2016) found promising results with internet delivered CBT, with improvements observed in anxiety among teenagers with ASD. https://beacon.anu.edu.au/ provides evaluation information for online treatments for mental and physical disorders by National Institute for Mental Health Research (NIMHR) at the Australian National University. 

https://www.kidshelpline.com.au/
https://www.brave-online.com/research-evidence/completed-research/
https://socialexpress.com/research/
https://www.sst-institute.net/sas-evidence
https://www.ocdnotme.com.au/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/304924035_Online_Obsessive-Compulsive_Disorder_Treatment_Preliminary_Results_of_the_OCD_Not_Me_Self-Guided_Internet-Based_Cognitive_Behavioral_Therapy_Program_for_Young_People


Relax 
if things go wrong

Forgiveness will come.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As all counsellor know, counselling, especially with children and adolescents, will occasionally never go to plan. Relax if things go wrong. Backhaus et al. (2012)’s systematic review found most dissatisfaction with videoconferencing primarily involved technical challenges, but those issues had little impact on overall [client] satisfaction ratings. Video counselling does not need to be treated apologetically, defensively, or the “poor cousin” of face to face counselling (Richardson et al., 2015) as counsellors who persevered with the technology long enough to feel confident using it and capitalise on its strengths are satisfied with it and its ability to produce equivalent client outcomes. 



Ok to admit you don’t know 
or are not a tech expert.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s ok to admit you are not a tech expert or don’t know other things related to video counselling. Clients described feeling that their relationship with their counsellor was more open and connected on a deeper level if the counsellor used self-disclosure techniques – particularly for adolescents, clients from a racial or ethnic minority background... some clients described benefitting from counselling despite the lack of a strong therapeutic relationship (Noyce & Simpson, 2018). 



Growth is never linear but 
practice increases performance

Practice our resilience/recovery/affirmation practices

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although it is an advantage to improve our familiarity with the practical aspects of this medium, it is also helpful to improve our beliefs regarding what can be achieved as well (Simpson & Reid, 2014) in order to reduce the impact of counsellor’s unsupported biases hampering the process. It is helpful for you to do regular continuous post-session evaluation (e.g. Session Rating Scale) to help you be assured your work is valued by your clients too. 



Nurture and draw on your 
professional networks

You’re not alone!

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So again, nurture and draw on your colleagues in this new journey of discovery of a broader professional skill-set. 



Your strengths and skills as a 
counsellor will still shine.

Client outcomes are comparable.

cc 2020 Andrew Chua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And be assured, your strengths and skills will continue to be fruitful in using this medium. .
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